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About This Game

MahJong generates random tile arrangements that gives you infinite game possibilities for this Chinese-inspired favorite.
Featuring 10 different tile and table sets, each tile is a delightful, hand-designed work of art, showcased in a 3D view with board
rotation and zoom to capture every angle. Select and match pairs of open tiles to remove them from the board, exposing layers

of tiles below for more matching. The goal is to match every pair to fully clear the board. Outstanding music completes the
experience that will transport you eastward.
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Title: MahJong
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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If you like the look of the videos do yourself a favor and buy this immediately. I have played for the last 2 hours straight and
have loved every moment. This is superbly well done. It's simplistic fun at a great price.. during my 20 hours played this game,i
met bad people without education,i dont like the controls,if you want a serious soccer game buy FIFA 16. Good funing Game. I
havent gotten too far yet but this game is very pretty and a nice calming game, especially after something like TF2. :) Pick it
up!. This is definitely one of the more unique CYOA games I've played.
-Most of the game is hunting down answers and solving conflicts in a variety of ways.
-lots of options
-I really felt like the avatar of the wolf god. Immersive.
-I am going to replay and try the different paths.

I do have a couple negatives.
-There's too much exposition for my taste.
-Story was confusing at times. Not sure the significance of the different tribes. Didn't realize how my powers worked until the
end.

Overall:
-Really liked the idea, but the execution could have been better. I'd only recommend if you're looking for something different
and it's on sale.. The new DLC 'Wake of the Heralds' brings new life to the game. Two new playable races, many new weapons
and modules, dedicated ship hulls, new additions to the tech web, an entirely new gamemode, and numerous changes to the AI
and gameplay. The developers have really outdone themselves with this one and I'm having an absolute blast!

In short, this game has just had a massive amount of replay value added to it, and for only ten bucks to boot! Well worth the
price.. An diamond in the rough, Aeternum is a western made shmup that could not borrow more from Touhou in style or
design. You play a demon girl (And later a couple of other characters) flying through a school, blasting trash enemies, dodging
huge piles of bullets with a tiny hitbox, and meeting a quirky anime girl, with whom communications immediately break down a
fight starts. The bosses have timed and scored patterns with bonuses for clearing them successfully without getting hit, as well as
time out options to support the game's pacifist mode, but the trippy visuals when they engage them is pure Touhou. Enemies
drop power items that boost your power, which also doubles as your bombs, and of course there's a Touhou style autocollect line
if you can advance far enough on the screen. Dangerous but rewarding.

This game doesn't really WANT to murder you though; bosses drop a full bomb's worth of power each pattern you clear. And if
that's not enough, on Story mode you get nearly infinite retries so long as each death just throws you back in with much less
power and you can keep coming back as long as your power doesn't hit zero; a boss would have to utterly destroy you for that to
happen. Not to say it can't and won't, but the game makes the bosses work for it, yet it feels like the gamer dignity wounding
charity it is. The story is charming enough and worth the trip.
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For the veterans, an arcade mode drops the story chatter and the infinite respawn gimmick, as well as four difficulties to meet
you wherever you like on skill level from a walk in the park to a walk through Detroit with the wrong gang colors while Pyramid
Head, Nemesis, and the T-1000 are after you for your past, present, and future. Bullet patterns are elaborate, colorful, and
spammy in a Touhou-esque manner. An extra boss, again Touhou-esque, concludes the story in a clever manner that leaves it
satisfying and also whets my appetite for other games in this goofy universe.

There's a lot of competition in the indie shmup market these days, but Aeternum is worth your time if you have any love for a
Touhou style bullet hell.. I am rewriting my review as I Have now played 11(bug and glitch free) hours and am on Mission 4
Carolina's and have the Dewitt Clinton, John Bull, and the Best Friend fully upgraded and the Jervis almost fully upgraded. I
have yet to complete the objectives e.g. time or efficiency ... however I have been allowed to continue while still earning some
experience to spend on training bonus stats and play at my own enjoyable pace. Railroad Tycoon was an awesome game and I
played all of them for many hours. I have also played Railroad Empires. Sid Meier's Railroads and many others. Railroad
corporation takes the best of those games IMHO and brings them to 2019.. NOTE: Game time is not accurate, as part of getting
the English patches to work properly involves the use of AppLocale, which Steam does not recognize when accounting for play
time.

Currently, partial English patches are available for each game (check the discussion forum). None are fully translated, but each
is playable enough to get the basic feeling of how they work.

Lunatic Dawn is a series of dungeon crawler\/sim games with a heavy emphasis on freely choosing what you do and where you
go. The first and second games involve creating a character and then recruiting other party members, with whom you travel,
fulfill requests, and plunder dungeons. The third game in the Legends Pack is not party-based, but retains the same freeform
structure.

Each game varies in the details, but the overall approach is very similar. You begin by creating your character, and determining
how you want to play by altering their abilities. There aren't so much set "classes" in Lunatic Dawn, as there are various abilities
which determine what actions your character is best at. For example, if you want to play a primarily melee character, you'd want
to sink stat points into the appropriate attributes, like strength and physique, and then purchase the appropriate equipment for
that type of character. Later on, through the training field, you would choose to train in those skills most relevant to your
attributes, like "sword", "shield", or something similar. There are also certain general skills which pertain to survival, like
"sentry" and "camping", which any character can benefit from.

Once in the game, you are dropped immediately into a town and left to do as you please. There is no drive toward a particular
set of quests or a particular area - you are free to travel and interact with whomever you want. Recruiting party members is
essential, as especially in the beginning, combat can be extremely difficult. They can be found in Inns, and are free to recruit -
the tradeoff comes in how they work in combat, and that you must split your loot (including money) with each of them. On the
bright side, supplies, like food and lamp oil, are also split, meaning that you pay much, much less for essential items with a full
party than you do alone.

Once you have a party, you can find various requests to fulfill and places to explore, and generally the amount of reward money
correlates with the difficulty of the quest. Sometimes these quests involve something as simple as traveling from one town to
another, and other times they involve finding specific people and hunting them down\/finding particular items\/clearing out
dungeons. This can be difficult to figure out from the text alone as a lot of it remains untranslated, but for most quests, the game
actually displays quest-relevant locations on the map - if anything, you can head to the newly placed markers and generally
accomplish what you set out to do.

Battle is a pseudo-real-time situation. Your party acts independently of your character, but can be encouraged to focus on a
particular enemy or move in a particular direction on the field. Left to their own devices, the entire party will move about on
their own and attack what's closest to them - your own character included. Otherwise, you can choose an action to take by either
clicking the screen during battle or when an enemy is killed. Options exist for battle to play out entirely on its own for when
you're facing easier groups. Party members cast their own spells and choose their own weapons; you are largely unable to
influence anything but the most general strategies in battle.

The third game differs from this formula by being more diablo-like in execution. You press a key to switch to "attack" mode
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and click to attack your enemy, then switch back to the interactive mode. As such, battles are smaller, but nevertheless
challenging.

Overall I would recommend this pack to anyone interested in a unique dungeon crawling experience. It can be difficult to
navigate due to the language barrier, but the gracious folks in the discussion forums are still hard at work translating and
updating info for these and other games as well. Those who stick it out will find a collection of games that really stand on their
own - I can't think of anything else that plays quite like Lunatic Dawn.
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Absolutely purrfect! ;)

- There's a cat in a robo suit
- Awesome level designs
- The boss stages are creative and amusing
- Fantastic music & sounds
- MEOW THERE'S A CAT
- Simple gameplay, great for casual play (some levels do get more difficult!)
- Very addicting
- Did I mention cat? =^-^=

To those of you who are rating this poorly, just because it's simple doesn't mean it doesn't belong on steam...
Also, it's an inexpensive game that is fun to play when you're bored. It's great to play for short or long periods. I think overall it's
great, people just expect way too much for a game that is such low cost and simple. Chill out!. Really slick. Has player
movement which can be problems, but the positional movement didn't seem to impact motion sickness but the rotation does,
feels like it needs an option to turn that rotation speed down. And add that to the time trial nature of everything means this can
be an intense game for eye strain.
Having to use a controller sucks. I know it makes sense for the game, but the virtual hands in the world map to 2 joysticks and it
seems like these conuld be emulated somehow with Vive controllers.
This is still a great game though. Nice art style, good progression structure, weapons feel cool, but it sure feels like they are
stretching content. I blasted through more than half of it in this first session (30mins?). Lots of repetition in mission types, the
narrative is that you are training and maybe it will get real in the later mission groups.. There does not appear to be a random
map generator, and you're limited to a tiny corner of the map at the start of each game.

These factors alone are sufficient to make it inferior to the first three SimCity games (Though it is likely still not as bad as
SimCity 4 or SimCity 5).

Also the camera controls are extremely wonky.

Other than that it's pretty clever and good.

In summary, by todays standards it's absolutely great (much better than CIties: Skylines or SimCity 5) but today's standards are
VERY VERY low.. I don't even remember buying this game so it probably wasn't that good.. I know zombies have been done
and overdone... and then some. But I still love me a good zombie story. When I saw zombies combined with the hidden object
genre, I had to play this now now now. For a game where you don't have to worry about running or fighting, (you can just point
at the zombies and laugh incessantly), there's still a nicely tense mood. Here's the lowdown.

You begin your story in the hospital. Waking from a coma and finding the place deserted. (*cough cough* Walking Dead
*cough cough*). Your goal is to find your husband and daughter... and also uncover the deep dark secrets of an evil corporation.
Mwahahaha. You do that by reading newspaper clippings and other notes lying around which unfold an interesting (albeit not
very original) story. I actually enjoyed playing this quite a bit.

Graphics: Decent. Not great, not horrible. They work just fine for this story and the hidden object scenes are well done. I never
had to use the hint button to find any items.

Music: Appropriately creepy.

Voice Acting: None. At first I was disappointed but after playing awhile, I realized that voices would ruin the mood of the game.
No talking means that the eerie music can fill up your brain as your eyes search the gloom for the undead.

Puzzles: Most of them really made me think. And I have to admit that I skipped a few in my eagerness to hunt for more
zombies... I mean items. Some of the harder puzzles I stuck with though and I really felt a sense of accomplishment when I
figured them out.

Map: Yes, there is one. No, it won't tell you where actions are available and you can't use it for fast travel. It's just a cool looking
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map of the city with a little arrow that lets the zombies know exactly where you are. :D Really though, I never had to use the hint
button to figure out where to go next. And that's saying alot.

New Feature: Health Packs. This is a really cool idea. You've just woken up from a coma so you're not in your best form. Low
on energy, you can't be just busting down doors or whacking away at things with the axes and hammers you find from HO
scenes. You need a health pack first! You have a bar at the bottom of the screen, right above your inventory panel. It tells you
what percentage your health (ie energy) is at. So let's say you have 20% and you find something heavy that needs to be pushed.
You place your cursor over the object and it might say you need 50% health before you can push away. So make sure you
search your surroundings thoroughly and you'll find all the packs you need to keep you going. Whenever you perform a feat of
strength, your health will go back down so you'll be looking around for "medikits" the whole game. I really like that feature.
Instead of collectible items or morphing ones, you're looking for something that actually makes sense. (Though some of the
places you find those health packs.... yuck).

My Thoughts: Have you ever wondered why people are so darned messy in HOGs? Why is there stuff scattered all over
everywhere? Well, it totally makes sense in a zombie apocalypse! Every place you visit is naturally in a chaotic state. I'm
actually surprised that it took this long for a classic zombie hidden object game to appear. I want more!

I can't say that this game is for every zombie fan. But it IS for every hidden object fan. No, there are no Steam achievements or
cards, and that's a shame, but it's a very enjoyable HOG that I will definitely be playing again. (YAY for zombies!!!). So rage
nduicing, but so fun... AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!.
Good game, Funny af, physics need some work but fckin good, the game got released 1week ago or something like that, if you
search fun, with a bit of difficulty buy it!
I like the customisation setting.
Same with body, and rims.
The whole game is good expect some work to do on physics but its 50% good.
Carreer mode is insame.
If you want chill you got a freeroam mode.
Need to add more cars.
Good game buy it!. The game is surprisingly playable with just keyboard controls. However, the final boss is complete bs on
keyboard.. Excellent horror game with great story line that is easy to follow along with.

Gives some good spooks and puts you on edge at some moments.

Highly recommended if you want a cheap and good scare.. I just picked this game up yesterday, and Ill say its pretty cool. I am a
sports guy, and I love strat games, so this was a no brainer for me. The game is fun and with more time, Im sure I will become
fairly good at it. However, that is IF I get to play more. The game crashes on me at various points in the match. I have only
played one full game out of a dozen or so trys.

Once they figure out this crash bug, Im sure Ill log plenty of hours on this would be gem.

I recommend with the caviat that the bug is fixed (obviously)
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